
✦In the early days of aviation, planes were not yet equipped with 
gyroscopic turn indicators.  When pilots flew through clouds or fog, they 

would often become disoriented, and because the inner ear does not 
accurately perceive a banked turn, they sometimes got caught in steep 

spiral dives called "graveyard spirals."  Pilot and author William 
Langewiesche describes one such incident:

✦In December of 1925 a young Army pilot named Carl Crane got 
caught in the clouds at 8,000 feet directly over Detroit while trying to 

fly a congressman's son to Washington, D.C., in a biplane. Crane 
later said, "In a short time I was losing altitude, completely out of 

control. I could not fly the airplane at all—it had gotten into a spiral 
dive. Halfway down I looked around at my boy in the back, and he 

was enjoying the flight to no end. He was shaking his hands and 
grinning, and I was slowly dying because I knew we were going to 

crash…."
✦Crane did not know which wing was down, let alone by how much. If he 

tried to level the wings, he was just as likely to roll upside down as right 
side up. If he tried to raise the nose, the effect would be exactly the 

opposite: the turn would quicken, steepening the descent.…
✦"Finally it got down to under a thousand feet, and I said, 'Well, here 

we go. I'm going to look at my boy once more.' And as I turned 
around to look at him, a sign went by my wing. It said 'Statler Hotel.' I 

had just missed the top of the Statler Hotel. In all the mist and rain, I 
could see the buildings and the streets. I flew down the street and got 
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over the Detroit River, and flew about ten feet high all the way to 
Toledo, shaking all the way."

✦In life, as in flying, it is all important that we have our bearings.  So far in 
this series our premise has been that believing lies destroys our emotional 

health, our intimate relationships, and our closeness with God.  But finding 
out the truth enables all of these.  The question we are now closing in on is, 

“Where do we find the truth?  Or, “Whatʼs the sign flashing by that we can 
get our bearings from so we donʼt crash and burn?”  Well, shall we start 

with what isnʼt our basis for truth?
✦1. My feelings are not a reliable source of truth.
✦A.  In todayʼs world, we may conclude that people think any and every 
“bearing” is as good as another.  Whatʼs good for you is fine.  Whatʼs good 

for me may be something else and is fine too.  The idea that truth is 
determined by the person or situation is called relativism. And here is 

where feelings come in.  This feels  right to me, so I decide itʼs true.  Now 
thatʼs wholly illogical and irrational, but youʼd be surprised how popular the 

concept is!  
✦Author and law professor Stephen Carter writes:  My date book 

contains cartoons first published in The New Yorker. One shows a 
young boy in front of his class, doing arithmetic at the blackboard. He 

has just written "7 x 5 = 75" and says to his astonished teacher, "It 
may be wrong, but it's how I feel."  Here, in a nutshell is the problem 

of the post-secular university.  Faith has been thrown out as 
unscientific.  Reason is doing a slow death, but “how I feel about it” is 

alive and kicking!  How did it happen?  We have idolized the freedom 
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of the individual.  Everyone is free to think what they want. But then, if 
you disagree with me, youʼre a discriminator.  Youʼre a bigot.  Youʼre a 

hater.  You have to let me think my crazy things (like Iʼm a woman in a 
manʼs body.) and you have to affirm the reality of identity malfunction 

too.  So, the populous, including Christians, put their hands behind 
their back and knuckle under bowing to the god of relativism: nobody 

is really more right than anybody else.  Itʼs flat our irrational and 
people do it every day.
✦1) Example 1:  So because we allow the Muslim life in these United 
States and opportunity in American society (a freedom grounded by 

the way, in the Christian religion!  Donʼt think for a minute Christians 
have equal rights in Muslim countries!) –we must allow that the 

Muslim is just as right about God, and spiritual practice, as the 
Christianity that allows him his freedom.  Check this out: relativism 

says that say, communism, is just as right or legitimate as any other 
socio-political theory.  But if you let communist politics take over the 

country, they wonʼt allow the silly relativist.  Itʼs their way or the 
highway.  In ____ when the Olympics was held in China, their 

government arrested local Christians and detained them during the 
Olympics.  They bulldozed local citizenʼs homes to build the stadiums 

and Olympic villages with no compensation for the local people.  
✦2) Example 2: Any Star Wars fans in the room?  Anyone remember 

Episode lll: the Revenge of the ... (Sith)?  Listen to this exchange 
between Jedi Master Obi-Wan Kenobi, and his apprentice, Anakin 

Skywalker who has allied himself with the evil Sith.
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✦Anakin: “If youʼre not with me, youʼre my enemy.”
✦Kenobi: “Only a Sith deals in absolutes.”  (a relativist 

statement that we will see, even the Jedi canʼt really believe.)
✦Anakin: “From my point of view the Jedi are evil.”
✦Kenobi: “Well then you are lost.” (ooh, an absolute!  Obi-Wan 
can not say Anakin is wrong or lost unless something is 

absolutely true.  At best he can say, “I donʼt think what you 
think.”)

✦B.  Lets apply this to our lives as believers in the true God.  A Christian is 
not a relativist.  A Christian asserts that there is such thing as absolute 

truth.  That the one true God is God over every person and creator and 
judge of every human whether they recognize him or not.  That his law is 

right for every living person whether they know it or not.  As a Christian, it is 
my duty to speak the truth into my world! It will not do to quietly withdraw 

into the shadows.  It will not do to leave the voting to everyone else.  It will 
not do to fail to evaluate ideologies and religions.  What is of God will be 

healthy and good for all involved.  
✦That there is a way that seems right to a man, but in the end it 

leads to death (Prov.16:25)  BUT...
✦“The law of the LORD is perfect, reviving the soul. The statutes of 

the LORD are trustworthy, making wise the simple. The precepts of 
the LORD are right, giving joy to the heart. The commands of the 

LORD are radiant, giving light to the eyes. The fear of the LORD is 
pure, enduring for ever. The ordinances of the LORD are sure and 

altogether righteous. They are more precious than gold, than much 
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pure gold; they are sweeter than honey, than honey from the comb. 
By them is your servant warned; in keeping them there is great 

reward.” Psalms 19:7-11, NIV.
✦2. People in general are not the ultimate source of truth.
✦This is a close corollary to our first observation about feelings.  We are 
not wise to turn to ourselves for our bearings, or as our point of truth. 

✦“The fool says in his heart, “There is no God.” They are corrupt, 
their deeds are vile; there is no-one who does good. The LORD looks 

down from heaven on the sons of men to see if there are any who 
understand, any who seek God. All have turned aside, they have 

together become corrupt; there is no-one who does good, not even 
one.” Psalms 14:1-3, NIV.

✦What I want to do with you today is to dismantle the notion that humanity 
can figure it out, save the day, rise above.  That is simply a lie.  Yes people 

are intelligent and skilled. We still donʼt know how they built the pyramids or 
the Great Wall of China so well so long ago.  But while there is much 

intelligence on the earth, human wisdom is never perfect.  It is not 
altogether righteous and more precious than gold.  Here are some 

statements from some of the smartest people of their day...
✦(show hand soap)  "Louis Pasteur's theory of germs is ridiculous 

fiction." --Pierre Pachet, Professor of Physiology at Tolouse, 1872.
✦(show cell phone)   "This 'telephone' has too many shortcomings to 

be seriously considered as a means of communication. The device is 
inherently of no value to us."  --Western Union internal memo, 1876. 
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✦"Computers in the future may weigh no more than 1.5 tons." --
Popular Mechanics, forecasting the relentless march of science, 1949
✦(show a guitar) "We don't like their sound, and guitar music is on 
the way out." --Decca Recording Co. rejecting the Beatles, 1962. 
✦ "640K ought to be enough for anybody." --Bill Gates.

✦We take for granted that we are smarter today than yesteryear.  But, how 

much of what we think today will our grandkids chuckle about in 50 year?  
Why on earth would we count on human wisdom, placing all our eggs in the  

basket of human reason?  Five hundred years ago the greatest thinkers of 
the day thought the earth was flat!  Some great evils where done in the 

name of truth.  George Washing died because the doctors drained his 
blood out of his body, thinking that was a good way to get rid of disease!  

Yes humanity has uncovered volumes of learning, but history proves over 
and over again that no man can meet these credentials...

✦“The law of the LORD is perfect, reviving the soul. The statutes of 
the LORD are trustworthy, making wise the simple. The precepts of 

the LORD are right, giving joy to the heart. The commands of the 
LORD are radiant, giving light to the eyes. The fear of the LORD is 

pure, enduring for ever. The ordinances of the LORD are sure and 
altogether righteous. They are more precious than gold, than much 

pure gold; they are sweeter than honey, than honey from the comb. 
By them is your servant warned; in keeping them there is great 

reward.” Psalms 19:7-11, NIV.
✦3. Absolute Truth by definition must be beyond created reality.  Is 

there an intelligence beyond, or greater than the universe we see? Could 
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that give us our bearings? Is there something, or someone that is not finite, 
but infinite, something not flawed, not subject to the laws of entropy?  If we 

can find that, we have found something trustworthy.  People all through 
history have referred to such a source of truth as “God.”
✦Is there any proof God exists? Yes.
✦A. The cosmos points to God as the source of truth.  We see a distinct 

pattern and design in the universe.  While society is more and more anti-
religious, the scientific world is becoming more and more open to the 

concept of God particularly as we find so much data pointing to a delicate 
and perfect balance of forces.  Things like the exact distance from the sun 

our earth must be to sustain life.  Things like rate at which stars form the 
carbon molecule. Things like where our solar system is in our galaxy.  All 

these things are pointing us to the awareness of an intelligent designer 
behind the design. Things like Fibonacciʼs sequence, a mathematical series 

of numbers where the next is always the sum of the previous two.  And the 
fact that rows of seeds on a sunflower follow that sequence.  Things like 

the “watch maker” argument: If you found a watch on a desert island, you 
would rightly conclude that it was made on purpose.  Too intricate to have 

fallen together without an outside force.  So it is with geological and 
biological processes as well.
✦B. The life of Christ points to God as the source of truth. No one can deny 
the impact Jesus Christ has had on human history. No one else even 

comes close.  He claimed to be truth and God himself.  No one can show 
him ever to have done anything immoral, or sinful.  He did numerous 

miraculous things that normal people can not do.  And most importantly, 
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after being executed, he came back to life and formed a world-changing 
band of people.  The historical literature detailing that fact alone has more 

scientific backing than any other literature on the face of the earth. He 
said...

✦ “the reason for my birth and the reason for my coming into the 
world is to witness to the truth. Every man who loves truth recognises 

my voice.” To which Pilate retorted, “What is ʻtruthʼ?”   John 18:37, 38, 
Phil.

✦C. The change in people points to God as the source of truth.  I like to 
reference Marilyn Lazlo from Valparasio, IN who spent her adult like in New 

Guinea simply translating the scriptures for jungle tribes and giving it to 
them.  Witch doctors who used to cast spells, and control demonic powers 

can no longer do it with 10 miles of the village where she brought Godʼs 
truth. People there who used to kill and eat each other now go on mission 

into the jungle to bring Christʼs love to other savage tribes.  Can anybody 
say whoʼs right?  Sure we can.  Can what you worship do that?  Is what 

you serve changing people like that? All the lies weʼve been exposing in 
this series and any changes you experience if you chose to reject those 

lies, come from truths in Jesusʼ book, the Bible.
✦“You can change.”
✦“Your problems are not someone elseʼs fault.”
✦“You do not have to be grand to be loved.”
✦“You donʼt deserve a break or anything else.”
✦“Life isnʼt fair and wonʼt be.”
✦“Trying to be perfect does not bring peace to the human soul.”
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✦“You would do better to pay attention to pain than to ignore it.”
✦...all these truths are in the Bible!

✦Psalm 19 points out the benefit of Godʼs truths...
✦v7 you get a revived soul
✦v8 you get joy in your heart
✦v9 you have security.
✦v11 you avoid downfall
✦v13 you keep your innocence. 

✦So much of this is being missed in our culture, isnʼt it?  In the 2006 book 
Unprotected, an anonymous campus psychiatrist writes:

✦“Radical politics pervades my profession, and common sense has 
vanished. Dangerous behaviors are a personal choice; judgments are 

prohibited—they might offend…  Where I work, we're stuck on certain 
issues, but neglect others. We ask about childhood abuse, but not 

last week's hookups. We want to know how many cigarettes and 
coffees she has each day, but not how many abortions are in her 

past…We strive to combat suicide, but shun discussion of God and 
ultimate meaning.”
✦Same things is happening in the military.  Trust in the Commander 
in Chief is at an all time low: just 15%.  Having made homosexuality 

the new blessed condition, our administration is now trying to 
normalize transgenderism in the military as well, while the crack down 

on Christians in the military continues to escalate.  Job satisfaction 
has plummeted from 91% to 56% since 2009.

✦In the face of this Godʼs word continues to promise...
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✦“The law of the LORD is perfect, reviving the soul. The statutes of 
the LORD are trustworthy, making wise the simple. The precepts of 

the LORD are right, giving joy to the heart. The commands of the 
LORD are radiant, giving light to the eyes. The fear of the LORD is 

pure, enduring for ever. The ordinances of the LORD are sure and 
altogether righteous. They are more precious than gold, than much 

pure gold; they are sweeter than honey, than honey from the comb. 
By them is your servant warned; in keeping them there is great 

reward.” Psalms 19:7-11, NIV.
✦Conclusion:  How about you, Christian? Are you sharing with anyone in 

your world a source of wisdom, reviving, radiance, reward?  Are you 
speaking truth into your country?  People need to get their bearings.  When 

I was a boy, living in Kaneohe Hawaii, familiar with seeing F4 Phantom 
fighter jets take off on maneuvers over the ocean all day long - my dad 

came home with a fateful story.  It seems a pilot had gotten his aircraft 
upside down out over the ocean blue.  At supersonic speeds its hard to 

distinguish blue sky from blue water.  The instruments told him he was 
upside down, but he felt right side up. So he pulled back on the stick, which 

in reality launched him down into an ocean grave. 
✦Truth is necessary for life.  Opposite things can not both be true. It 

matters whether you fly an F4 through air or through water.  It matters 
how you fly your life too.  What are you banking on for your next 

maneuver? 
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